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Friday, June 19, 2017 (AMENDED) 

Members of the Media and Press (PUBLIC RELEASE) 

 

A Utah Case in Point of Public Corruption 

Using Private “For Hire” IT/ Prosecution 

Scams. 

 

I am writing you today seeking the 

investigation of Mayor Cherise Woods in the 

known protection and coverup of facts and 

information presented here.   

These facts are reproducible in any 

investigation concerning this request to seek an 

investigation by your council!  They are, already 

provided to the Attorney General’s office in this 

case as Rule 902 documents as court certified 

dockets of citations, civil cases and records of 

conviction. 

These Rule 902 records as evidence in this requested invitation seeking your own 

independent investigation—these matters peripherally known to the Utah Attorney General and 

others—are supported by known, reproducible, evidence as Rule 902 dockets manifesting an 

irrefutable—disturbing--pattern in the use of multiple aliases, additional dates of birth and SSNs 

used by at least one of the witnesses who this prosecution proceeded to court with.  

As in understood prior to then retaining Smith Hartsvigsen to defend themselves in what 

occurred even before this matter—a $100 ticket—was heard in the Utah Third District Court, 2 

DECEMBER 2016. 

This request for your investigation underscores the Mayor, and this IT-cum-prosecution 

knew as they proceeded to an appeal in the District Court over a $100 matter in their own self-

preservation.   

It evidenced their own prosecution witnesses whom they had immunized in a known 

pattern, a known methodology of how documented fraud is committed using aliases, multiple 

dates of birth and alternate SSNs.  It’s the stuff of the Innocence Project—corruption and 

indifference! 

Does any of this suggest something 

inappropriate occurred? A city retaining a 

second law firm to defend itself over a $100 

ticket before its heard in trial? 

Convictions under multiple aliases, dates of 

birth and evidencing an additional SSN! 

Before their contracted prosecution provided 

the long-withheld disclosure-- withheld in a 

justice Court? 

A second law firm put into place before the first 

law firms ignored duty to disclose had dated to 

a justice court then evidencing Rule 902 

convictions on their witness’s known history as 

a pattern lying to police about insurance 

identical to this.   
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Critically—these parties—themselves understood, knew and proceeded anyway with all 

you’re about to read. It had evidenced under their own, long withheld disclosures only turned over 

during an appeal of a traffic ticket and –one month before that re-trial. A known factual 

withholding by sheer indifference, or negligence, or by intent—disclosure on their own witness 

with this same pattern. 

• Disclosure as the partially disclosed records of conviction(s) on one witness disclosed on 

28 October 2016—one month before a 2 December 2016 retrial—records of conviction 

falsifying insurance and license information to police.  The exact matter of this same 

accident scene with the Mayor’s brother—officer Taylor and an IT firm was knowingly using 

as a prosecution witness through two court proceedings that their own witness was driving 

without insurance the day, as a long-documented pattern, as he ran into me creating 

permanent injury.   

• This same pattern this group then knowingly immunized as the aiding and abetting of 

criminal activity knowingly covering up their own witnesses patterned, evidenced, 

convictions lying to the police in the matter of insurance.  Just as he’d done with immunity 

and now the blessings of the mayor’s brother, Officer Taylor, without any consequence to 

be given further immunity through two court proceedings. 

This is the prosecution witness who’d also told Officer Taylor that day--he was “insured”.  A 

prosecution witness who’d without any consequence for any of it described here in this request—

factually lied with the blessings of this city and its private IT/prosecution team; given a condoned 

immunity despite the known pattern under his own previous convictions doing the same as with 

a sworn Utah peace officer of the SSLCPD, on 18 FEB 2016-and despite permanently injuring 

another driver as an already disabled veteran.   

• This withheld disclosure under the Utah Rules of 

Criminal Procedure 16, also withheld Brady v. 

Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) as landmark United 

States Supreme Court precedent that established 

the prosecution must turn over all evidence—the 

records of conviction withheld in a Justice court. 

This over the top in your face dereliction of duty screams 

investigation.  This exampled prosecution used—

KNOWINGLY as its two witnesses in a case beginning with both drivers driving illegally that day as 

just more of many multiple uncontested facts in a case underlying what privately conducted sham 

prosecution represent in America.   

It proceeded a second time to a district court, as an appeal on everything done and withheld 

in their Justice Court—on the matter of a $100 infraction supported by the testimony of two 

☆☆The second witness problem is 

nearly as disturbing. He'd been 

driving without a license since 2009 

with six known citations on a 

District Court database while a 

Utah State DMV check on BOTH 

returned absolutely clean. How is 

that inconsistency of records not 

disturbing in this state☆☆  
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separate witnesses driving illegally that day: one who falsified his insurance to a sworn officer and 

without insurance a 5th time that day; the other without a driver’s license dating to 2009. 

This private It/prosecution had become a factual aiding and abetting of known criminal 

patterns of fraudulent activity and behaviors associative of documented fraud.  A prosecution and 

a city it contracted to also sanctioned by the South Salt Lake City police force and its relationship 

to this IT/prosecution firm that had then provided immunity—in all of it--to these Foreign National 

used as tools to prosecute a veteran under their own usage of documented document fraud they 

themselves withheld then eventually disclosed after a second firm was in place while they—

immunized those involved—in the prosecution of others. 

Their prosecution witness colliding into me had admitted this under oath (attached audio)— 

driving without insurance that day—under a known documented pattern driving with four (4) 

additional insurance citations prior to this 18 FEB 2016 accident. He’d also in another documented 

pattern-- falsified his insurance status to this Mayor’s brother, Officer Taylor, again without any 

consequence then evidenced on a court record in two separate court proceedings at the cost to 

the tax payer.  All of it immunized.  

This witness—immunized in falsifying his personal information—as a pattern to a Utah Sworn 

Peace Officer known under its own disclosure they’d withheld. Done so in their  Justice Court—and 

then a Utah District Court.  It had been, on the record just as provided here in attached audio of 

the justice court. It had also occurred while the same IT/Prosecution was in physical receipt of an 

original letter from the insurance company letter of denied coverage for the date of accident dated 

29 FEB 2016 at that first March 2016 hearing.   

• (attached with audio) A denial matching the name of the named insurance company 

Officer Taylor annotated into this report under his own hand into that postdated accident 

report. 

Even if Taylor and this IT/prosecution firm deny this original in their own possession—there 

can be no denial of a second denial of coverage document from the State’s own insurance 

database Insure-Rite record on this driver’s denied coverage for 18 FEB 2016 then stipulated into 

evidence--directly through officer Taylor in the second court proceeding into evidence.  Yes, the 

Insure-Rite record provided by Stephen Aina of this IT/prosecution Stephan Aina had stipulated to 

admit this evidence 2 DEC 2016 submitted through officer Taylor on a witness stand as the 

prosecution’s witness.  What kind of cavalier coverup then continued to occur on behalf of a 

foreign national with a pattern of convictions lying to the police—once again in my accident?  

Can anyone not speculate this prosecution witness—who’d falsified his own status to Taylor 

then taylor admitting it himself in a Justice court record Matrch 2016 (auido attatched)? While 
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Taylor and the SSLCPD continued to be immunize this known pattern—with a pattern of 

convictions-- after all this? 

They’d immunized perjury additional to previouis criminal pattern of conviction using 

aliases, other dates of birth and another SSN. Even as they headed to a retrial with the Justioce 

court perjuries known to this officer and and this private HIT TEAM as an IT/prosecution firm the 

mayor used on contract.    

It had been Taylor previously before re-trial—testifying in a Justice court (audio attached) 

their witness who falsified information at the time of accident stated to him he was insured after 

Taylor ALSO failed to obtain physical proof that day and used this witness’s accident statements 

to hold me liable in not just the lies—a continuation of lies and immunity for the continuation 

covering up a pattern over a decade long.   Doing so passing liability with added bonus of 

permanent injury.  

After this was on a record placed into evidence—a stipulated knowledge of the Insure-Rite 

record -- with the original denial of coverage letter dated 29 FEB 2016 by Freedom National—this 

target witness sequestered outside the courtroom under Rule 506 exclusion, took the stand and 

then once again, perjured himself a second time on the matter of insurance without consequence 

and with immunity.  The entire charade? A tax payer subsidized sham lasting a year purported to 

be all about “Public Safety”. 

A prosecution who--even before the appeal—witnesses the Mayor and city attorney 

retaining a second law firm to defend itself from all it understood it had already done. 

These types of sham prosecutions are anything but a traffic ticket under the known, 

condoned patterns of immunized falsifications used as a prosecutions witnesses. This is SS Mayor 

Cherry seeking re-election as a jumbo-sized house of canards everyone should disdain.   

What make believe is the county of Salt Lake, or Utah running here—a suspended system 

of supposed laws and rules which are knowingly overlooked and suspended in the matter of self-

preservation then committed under color of law?  This pattern known, condoned, covered up and 

immunized resulting in another citizen permanent injuries.  EVERY consequential act had been 

given immunity in all of it.   
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The same witness—then went 

onto to be ticketed for what is factually the 

6th time he driving without insurance and 

convicted in Murray City in March 2017 in 

case: 175000687. 

Ticketed in a real prosecution, a real 

city police department under the same 

color of law these named actors here had 

covered in the name of self-preservation 

as indifference to public safety they’d 

hired a second law firm to defend in the 

public safety contract of law firm number 

one! 

The attached audio of the record 

testimony under oath from a South Salt 

Lake March 2016 hearing clearly 

evidenced this with respect to the 

immunity in covering up what was known 

and aided in a pattern that continued even 

after this case ended. South Salt Lake 

Police and IT firm courtcms.Com –is 

more than allegation made formally here today. These parties aided and abetted the disclosed 

patterns of known, as in known, methodology used here under a decades old pattern of using 

aliases, alternate dates of birth and SSNs underlying the factual form of how document fraud 

is committed—by their own prosecution witnesses. 

This Utah city stood by this in exchange for testimony from not one—but two--of the same type 

of people performing these actions. They had become records disclosed—disclosed to law firm 

TWO as a reproducible documented email trail—their known prosecution tools disclosed history 

of Rule 902 evidence as a record of their own shambolic process -- even before the appeal was 

heard in a District Court. 

You really of conscience should ask yourselves?  Why would a uniformed officer who failed 

to obtain proof of insurance—then admit such on a witness stand into a record then do nothing to 

those who would have then—as a pattern also known to him in this case—painfully known—then 

do nothing about it? 

SS MAYOR CHERRY--HOUSE OF CANARDS 

Witness (2) was convicted in the same South 

Salt Lake Justice Court on the citation Taylor 

gave him-- driving without a license since 

2009—then prosecuted by the same IT firm 

using an alias witness (2) had never used 

before in seven of his other citations 

showing a trial of four (4) aliases in total...  

four days after he was cited in South Salt 

Lake—where Taylor let him drive away with 

the other motorist—witness (2) later 

obtained a six Citation for driving without 

ever obtaining a license in Orem Utah case: 

165901470 using a previously used alias he 

hadn’t been prosecuted under by the same 

prosecution in South Salt Lake—also 

disclosed as Rule 902 evidence to the 

prosecution and Smith Hartsvigsen before 

trial! 
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These actors under color of law under their private contract prosecution IT firm 

courtcms.com, retained a second law firm to defend themselves months before a $100 ticket was 

even heard on appeal.   

None of that suggests a collusion of king Kong sized impropriety in a prosecution self-

assured of a prosecution then needing a second law firm to indemnify the city over how the 

prosecution was conducted using the witnesses they immunized in all of it to obtain two—

separate—convictions doing so? 

What began that day as a botched report with a false accident diagram and some good 

deed under a postdated accident report—despite if it had been done intentionally or by sheer lazy 

indifference as a sworn officer—then proceeded a step by step callous cover up of known 

problems and practices of a fraudulent prosecution using criminal witnesses immunized in their 

own decade known pattern of driving illegally and using aliases to falsify information to the police 

as a record reproduced under their own disclosure and Rule 902 documents given  to this second 

law firm. 

 

A private prosecution previously not providing Brady disclosure until one (1) month before 

retrial in their own email trail of October 28th, 2016. Hiding and withholding a known, beyond 

substantiation of evidence in their own emailed disclosures now known to the to the Utah Attorney 

General’s office who has failed to act for its own political reasons.   

This storyline?  It’s the history of committing fraud upon the courts, fraud with sworn 

officers of the courts and law and a fraud anywhere else policies permit unabated and without 

consequence!  

 

It haunts the conscience to think—excuse me—to know—no one is concerned of a quid pro 

quo exchange of testimony from two undocumented people with a history of falsifying insurance 

and license information under their own pattern of known citations—who are shown to be 

criminally altering names and dates of birth in a pattern of Rule 902 citations and convictions 

everyone including these courts in Utah are painfully aware of!  

 I’d long been a blogger and writer in this state when I returned from Afghanistan and Iraq. 

Blogging about what I called a rule of louses circumventing the rule of law as their own protected 

political expediency.   

This case bar none now in the first person--evidences those here under color of law 

standing idly by why other US citizens anywhere—whether any of you god damned dislike that 

person, misunderstood their writing, or don’t support the beliefs or political ideology that US 
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Citizens come first in line—then becomes permanently injured to then be sanitized in some 

sanitized clan Clampett house of canards.  

 

How Is This Not the Aiding and Abetting of Criminal Activity and Behavior? 

• Known perjuries by both witnesses supporting a precedent of this city and prosecution 

sham. 

• Given a pass in lying—not just in this sham prosecution knowing this—it had been and 

continues to be condoned in a more than evidenced decade plus pattern they’d both 

sanctioned and attempted to rewrite the histories of in their own databases! 

• Less than mediocre leadership who’d condoned, even before then immunizing and 

covering up injury to others under a fake humanity as self-aggrandizing policy from 

bankrupt leadership.   

To be infuriatingly denied—as a veteran—as someone paying their own way into places 

this same bankrupt leadership was busy talking smack about while the dead were dropped on 

Dover Air Field as these baboons swilled fake humanity and their Starbucks.   

It’s a case of just wanting to make and pass the laws others had been subjected to—it’s a 

case of giving yourselves exemptions from the same constitutional rights and responsibilities as 

arbitrary and capricious. 

The failure to disclose predicated upon a quid pro quo of this own’s prosecution’s puppet, 

Stephan Aina, concerning a Rule 11 sanctions motion that when withdrawn -- then and only then 

provides what they had known and failed to disclose until 28 OCTOBER 2016 one month before a 

trial de novo under a record of law here to lazy and indifferent to provide or offer substantive or 

due process to the litigants in its own courts. 

Denied even basic principles as sanctity of The Equal Protection Clause as well-known 

established in force and effect Fourteenth Amendment.  

Doing so in some backwater clan-Clampetland despite a Constitution broader and wider than 

this backwater city, any county or any single state.  

One they’d backed under known pattern concerning the methods used in document fraud 

bankrupt leadership sanctions and condones.  

The uncontested record of this appeal underpinning a bankrupt leadership’s sham 

prosecution endured! 

If the rest of this just seems like a rehash to you, imagine how damningly irritating and 

frustrating it is to me.  The one with the permanent injury paying for the bankrupt leadership here. 
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The one who is a veteran; the one who went through it; the one who as a *legal* citizen 

driving legally that day then had two illegal aliens with known, histories, patterned usage of aliases 

used as witnesses by a sham IT firm doing a private prosecution for who? 

The one enduring this patently false prosecution because of some possible side 

Arrangement between one of these illegals committing document fraud as a known and convicted 

pattern a falsifying information concerning insurance and his license and identity to the police 

before doing so once again--a 4th time in all this which was then immunized, sanctioned and 

condoned.  Or the possible coverup for incompetence? Or the possibility of this IT firm, running 

the software backend—was needed to do someone a favor using two foreign nationals diving 

illegally that day—driving with a history of driving illegally—a history of aliases, convictions and 

everything else here. 

The rest of this letter?  A partial recap of details you may not be aware of.   

 

■■They as fact beyond any reasonable doubt threshold based upon reproducible evidence 

in a criminal court—had colluded, covered up, sanitized and immunized a prosecution and 

its witnesses known patterns of criminal behavior presented it a Justice and District Court 

as credible. A prosecution representing a prosecution rooted in document fraud. One more 

than quite possibly adding the specter of another document fraud entered into a Justice 

Court record! ■■  

 

Aaron Johnson 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84116 

(202) 638-9592 

/S/ 

 

All emails and documents of this shambolic prosecution available upon request! 
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Accident Report Anomalies:  

 

1. The accident occurred on 18 FEB 2016.  Taylor postdated to the following day as 19 FEB 

2016 

2. The accident report shows that Bautista’s insurance coverage is reported to start on 18 

FEB 2016—though no proof was rendered or provided at the scene. 

3. This postdated accident report of Officer Taylor?  I reported I had been injured, 

documenting it on the accident investigation report.  Taylor then in that postdated 

report—indicted I was “not injured” contrary to a witness statement in the same report.  

4. The accident diagram was knowingly incorrect—which Taylor refused to amend—despite 

this prosecutions own witness driving without insurance that day—stating he had begun 

at a stop light nearly 330 feet further south of where Taylor placed him in the diagram. 

5. Taylor placed me in a lane of travel to the furthest left side of traffic--I was not in—though 

I had just exited behind traffic from the Techna Auto Glass in the outermost right lane of 

traffic—a business located at the west corner by the overpass. 

6. A lawful GRAMA response from the city of South Salt Lake provided an email from Brad 

Mumford wherein states as a record of this problem” 

 

“As already indicated to you, the diagram in the report is not intended to be an exact 

replication of the accident, but is merely to aid in conceptualizing the points of 

impact.  As such the police department will not be making any changes to the report” 

– Brad Mumford [mailto:bmumford@southsaltlakecity.com] Thursday August 11, 

2016 

  

mailto:bmumford@southsaltlakecity.com
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☆■☆■☆ A state getting rid of that seems 

not to disturb anybody? Could it be owing to 

the politics overlooking behaviors of its so 

called elites?   That the individuals running 

this  IT/prosecution firm happen to be the 

current City attorney for Taylorsville and his 

partner the District Atty for Daggett 

County.☆■☆■☆ 

 

While stalling a pattern of disclosure of 

conviction on their prosecution Witness, one 

with multiple aliases and dates of birth and 

Social Security numbers underlying 

document fraud—it had been covered up, 

immunized they’d unequivocally knew going 

back over a decade in those records of 

conviction they’d already withheld in the 

justice court in obtaining a conviction even 

prior to appeal.   

 

That instead, retained a Second Law Firm. 

Got them in place for their own self-

preservation and indifference to the rules of 

criminal procedure and constitutionality of 

disclosure of US Brady and US V Giglio until 

after retention of that second law firm over 

this $100 ticket.  How is that not disturbing 

in the case of a minor traffic infraction? 

This prosecution revealed a pattern of 

protecting somebody who, even after the 

city and contract prosecution disclosed the 

records of conviction they, substantiated, 

withheld all the way back to the Justice 

Court--becomes a pattern of aiding and 

abetting Bautista as their witnesses own 

known pattern in the 28 OCT 2016 

disclosure. 

 

Under the same prosecution firm on witness 

2, had convicted him in the same Justice 

Court using one alias--evidenced in Rule 902 

given to them and their second law firm 

before retrial, evidencing how his 

alternating usage of known Aliases as a 

naming variation he’d never used until this 

case, also evidenced under rule 902 records, 

evidenced a known seven (7) other citations 

using a total of 4 naming variants as aliases 

*not* matching the South Salt Lake 

Justice Court conviction by the same 

IT/prosecution firm who quite 

possible manages that justice courts 

records! 
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☆☆ Used as a witness in my case under one 

alias--allowed to swear in under a separate 

alias in my own Justice proceeding different 

than the same firm had convicted him 

under in South Salt Lake stemming from his 

citation with Officer Taylor then filed as a 

reproducible Rule 902 record into the South 

Salt Lake City Justice court proving this in 

spades. ☆☆ 

 

The initial witness who had been driving that 

day without insurance in his own, known 

pattern of three convictions for lying to the 

police..., two of these records on the matter 

of insurance..., and four (4) additional 

citations for insurance evidencing the 

document fraud methodology of multiple 

dates of birth and aliases and SSNs 

consistent with the current accident and 

pattern of lying to officer Taylor supporting 

while they had hired a second law for me 

from before the case went to a retrial.   

 

This pattern of document fraud in the 

pretext of a prosecution, using these known 

histories on the record, is what they had 

hoped to cover up on these two individuals 

whom they used to prosecute me in this 

case!  

 

Undocumented alias using people both 

driving illegally that day then deemed 

honest and forthright as "prosecution 

witnesses" by a private IT firm who had to 

get a second law firm in place to defend it 

before they went to the retrial because of all 

the mistakes they had made over a $100 

infraction. Do you even follow that Agent? 

 

Then not only covered up these things as 

their own documented pattern evidenced 

against them in my own accident, that they 

knew of, as they would eventually disclose 

what was originally withheld for whatever 

reasons they had been withheld, while 

providing immunity to the same people 

whose own Rule 902 documents evidenced 

this known decade+ as a pattern manifesting 

once again in South Salt Lake in February 

2016 in my accident. The very same behavior 

and pattern then covered up with Taylor as 

• ...a fourth time as a pattern with 

respect to falsifying his insurance 

status to the police;  
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• ...a fifth (5x) time as a pattern with 

respect to not being insured 

• ...a fifth citation driving without a 

retaining a license since 2009 

• ... being convicted in the same Justice 

Court on the infraction of driving 

without a license since 2009 using an 

alias he had never used before and 

seven of the citations 

• ... the same second witness had four 

days later obtained a six Citation for 

driving without ever obtaining a 

license in Orem Utah case: 

165901470 reverting in that citation 

to a previously used alias he hadn’t 

been prosecuted under by the same 

shit prosecution of South Salt Lake! 

 

☆☆ Something like covering up these 

patterns under the pretext to prosecute US 

citizens by a private law firm doesn't catch 

the attention of Utah leadership sworn to 

uphold the US Constitution? Anyone?  ☆☆ 

 

This is what they knew even before the case 

was heard in the district court. It's why they 

retained a second firm to defend 

themselves. 

Of course they knew these witnesses  had 

lied in both court proceedings about 

insurance. That's just the small potato here.   

It was to cover up the larger pattern of a 

more than decades known pattern of its own 

convictions also withheld while seeking a 

second law firm to defend it all as another 

rule of louse’s abuse of process scam 

underlying the same sham prosecution. 

 

Evidence in The District Court of insurance 

evidence from the same prosecution firm 

that was factually in the record-- placed into 

evidence directly through Officer Taylor on 

the witness stand along with three other 

records of conviction for lying to the police—

two of those on insurance just like with 

Taylor who is now being used to direct the 

evidence onto the record. 

 

It included this INSURE-RITE master record 

Stephan Aina the prosecution from had 

themselves obtained.  Insure-Rites own 

record then substantiating all along that 

Bautista had not been insured that day 

despite they'd been provided the original 

letter from Freedom National Insurance 
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concerning the denied coverage which they 

had even before the justice court trial. 

 

They had given immunity for all of it. Most 

pointedly covering up the methodology of 

the continued pattern of how document 

fraud is committed by and documented 

illegal aliens in this Society. 

 

☆☆  It had been the entire point made 

under appeal on the record of this case -- 

why they fought it so viciously at any cost 

with the hedged bet of a second law firm to 

continue the abuses this counties policies 

had supported.  ☆☆ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


